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Generalized from Waythomas et al. 2004

Benage et al., 2021



Many volcanoes, frequent activity

avo.alaska.edu



Many volcanoes, frequent activity



•Up to 50,000 passengers per day fly over the 
North Pacific (Ewert et al., 2018)

•Ash reaches altitudes to be of concern to aviation 
10-12 days per year

North Pacific air routes (blue lines) pass over 
or near more than a hundred potentially active 

volcanoes (red triangles). 

When ash enters jet engines, it can wear 
down and even mangle blades in the turbines 
and reduce airflow as it builds up. 

Main hazard from Alaska eruptions is volcanic 
ash



Ash dispersion modeling (Ash3D)

Ash cloud concentration Ash fall thickness



Good news! Volcanoes (usually) provide warning 
before they erupt

National Academy of Sciences, 2017

Acocella 2022



A diverse suite of monitoring tools



Dane Ketner



Analog to digital transition



Seismicity

Seismic spectrogram mosaic from Great Sitkin Hypocenter display for recent Great Sitkin quakes



Infrasound

Regional array processing Locations using local infrasound sensors



Deformation

Grapenthin et al., 2022



Remote sensing

Ashcam: https://volcview.wr.usgs.gov/ashcam-gui/

Dome growth from a series of satellite radar 
images, Fall 2022. 

Courtesy of Simon Plank (German 
Aerospace Center, DLR). TerraSAR-

X/TanDEM-X © DLR e.V. 2021.



Gas

May 18, 2022 TROPOMI data show 
SO2 degassing at Semisopochnoi and 
Gareloi volcanoes

GPS track from gas 
flight at Edgecumbe 
volcano, May 2022

Scanning DOAS at Cleveland station CLNE 
(AVO-AVERT) Compiled TROPOMI data for Cleveland volcano 

showing declining emissions in 2022



Alarms and automated alerts



Interoperable tools for managing and serving 
volcano data and information in the works

In development as part of NVEW



Coombs et al., 2018

Timeline of an eruption forecast



Coombs et al., 2018

Timeline of an eruption forecast



Coombs et al., 2018

Timeline of an eruption forecast



Coombs et al., 2018

Timeline of an eruption forecast



Timeline of an eruption forecast

Ash from 2021 Semisopochnoi eruption 
indicates juvenile component, shallow 

crystallization. Courtesy of Matt Loewen



Responses to volcanic activity occur over a 
wide range of timescales

Newhall et al., 2020

Bogoslof
2016; Pavlof
2016

Edgecumbe



Augustine 2006

Monitoring status: local seismic and GPS 
network
Repose time: 19.7 years
VEI: 3
Composition: andesite
Forecasting: Good (first notice 3 days 
before first phreatic explosion, 40 days 
before first magmatic eruption

Modified from Power et al., 2006



Pavlof 2016

Monitoring status: local seismic network
Repose time: 1.8 years
VEI: 2
Composition: basaltic andesite
Forecasting: Detect only (first notice 0.125 days 
after onset)

Cameron et al., 2020



Monitoring status: no local network
Repose time: 24 years
VEI: 3
Composition: basalt to tracyandesite
Forecasting: Missed first 5 events; mixture of 
detect and Good for remaining 69 events

Coombs et al., 2019

Bogoslof 2016-2017



Factors affecting forecasting efficacy

Cameron et al., 2018

More warning Less warning
Well monitored Poor monitoring
Volcano well studied No knowledge
Slow magma ascent Fast ascent
Closed system (long 
repose)

Open system (short 
repose)

Viscous magma Fluid magma
Large volume Small volume



Takeaways
• Timeliness of alerts is imperative 

for the main hazard in Alaska 
(volcanic ash)

• AVO uses a diverse and 
geographically extensive ground-
based network combined with 
remote sensing to monitor Alaska’s 
volcanoes and issue warnings 

• Local monitoring is key!

Winter solstice 2022 
webcam  view of 

active Mount Young 
on Semisopochnoi

Island



Takeaways 2
• Management and synthesis of 

increasing volumes of monitoring 
data poses challenges and 
opportunities

• Open system volcanoes are sneaky 
and will require new approaches

• Forecasting eruptive style, volume, 
and duration remains fruitful avenue 
for further work

Please find Matt Haney, John Power, or Aaron 
Wech to discuss AVO seismic and infrasound data!

Station BLHA, Pavlof
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